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did I say sleuth in a previous poem [question] 

The first line of this poem 

to call oneself for 

the moment 

I 

have 

a question 

and were patience 

I do not know 

I am 

curious 
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the first book sold 

A paper check fifteen dollars 

was the material of four dollars for the self published book and 

an enjoyable lunch 

the owner of the bookstore 

how much is your book worth 

twelve dollars 

I will give you seven dollars and twenty cents and will put a pricetag of twelve dollars for your book on a store shelf with others 

of the same genre 
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standard book contract 

Writer 

publisher 

the targeted audience 

came about at age twenty seven 

and the perspective 

[once mentions death] 

[and love] 

and about them not only neighbors 

and the perspective of a cloud 

and what it is like to be really really old 

the way the water rolls downhill 

and were there a sound to snow in the air 

the governor is elected 

what is the measure of the next furthest 

on the value of pay admission museums 

the proper dictionary 

stones and pearls and other hard things 

manuscript in your hands 

conversation 

two signatures 
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original sin having understood there were no sin 

Sin is a social creation 

now knowing sin exists having experienced sin 

sin is identified among a civil among the civil 

original sin were one’s own identification one’s own conscience to regard 

the social manifest of etiquette the social manifest of political law 

that children are born unto potence 

that children at birth are tabula rasa with regards to their experience 

are aware of sin to know what sin is 

social control is associated with such a conception of sin 

individual conscience is associated with such a conception of sin 

a tabula rasa period of infancy is without value 

[were secondary sin intentional sin] [question] 
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the oldest stored artifact never seen 

On a climate controlled shelf 

row seventeen 

twelve shelves to the left 

the card catalog mentions ten thousand three hundred one bce 

half luminesced lights overhead 

[buzz] 

twenty four hours per day 

fifty two degrees 

swipe card 

white cotton gloves 

the research table 
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for having thoughts conveyed by others 

I am to watch 

I have never been on a ferris wheel and 

a ski chairlift of twenty three hundred vertical feet is 

a good view 

it were not my podium today and after 

is silent like 

ink on newsprint 
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the mournfulness of the oboe 

the nude oboe-ist in her living room 

After dark 

and windows 

doors 

open 

were not [let] and among a late spring evening 

to thee nor 

I 

notice dissolve to concert 

to sound 

were wee 

I cannot say and 

appreciate 
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poleplant to my elbow 

Plant behind a snow covered fallen log 

the ski pole breaks in half 

the next 

pole plant to my elbow 
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concept album 

Unpremeditated art 

the great indelible poem 
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untitled: how the snake lost its skin and 

had more underneath 

It was about time 

the garter snake writhed 

slowly 

moved an old skin over 

every one of its hips 

it was a warm day 
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it comes from within 

The lava 

bubbles unto the surface 

all about the surface 

bubbles and cools on the surface 

sharp 

cooled volcanic stone 

[now] 

the size of an island among 

trees 

[burnt them all out] 

[left the lava field] 

[to impress] 
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in the heupp 

I once stood at the saddle 

between humphreys and agassiz 

in the afternoon in february 

and the ponderosas end 

looking toward the atlantic ocean 

I once slept in the ponderosas 

between bend and eugene 

there is a lava field there as well 

so quiet 

and wind through the needles 

I once slept on the top of elden 
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the minim 

The calligraph 

the stroke from the top 

sharp nib line 

italicized downstroke three quarter nib width 

flare 

the bottom of the i 

the squared dot atop 
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pedagogue 

Anagogue 

paestic 

anapaestic 

paedapaestic 

anapaestic limerick 

a 

a 

b 

b 

a 

villanelle nineteen lines three line stanzas last stanza four lines and rhyme scheme 

panpaedagogics and mister paidaea and the paidaea-ists about the campfire 

the smoke kept drifting 

the smell of pine on fire the smoke in the air 

after dark 

difficult to concentrate on a story with all 

the smoke in the air and the wind persistent 

wind 

something about folklore said mister paidaea when 

the fire had been going an hour 

who can control the wind [really] 

one can create wind obstacles and windbreaks though 

who starts the wind 

I do not know 

mister paidaea says something about an horned people 

mister paidaea says something about aesthetics the clouds at night and a relation to celestial bodies including stars 

I did not mention the ethnoastronomics of renaming a prominent star and planet 

mister paidaea spoke in a good campfire voice 

it was [just] the wind and 

it was not cold 
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the ophthalmologist 

Were eye disease and the study of the eye 

were the diagnostician decides the presciption 

the frames 

my first in sixth grade plastic glass lenses which scratched laying them upside down on a dresser eg battlestar galactica corporate 

brand on the interior of the glasses arms which had hinges to prevent frame breaking playing basketball eg as an eleven year old 

child 

are fashionable 

present oneself 

gold wire frames 

silver wire frames 

tortoise shell frames 

plastic librarian frames 
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how to light a fire on a tropical island to eat meat without getting trichynosis 

1 

magnifying glass and scrubbrush 

2 

eyeglasses and scrubbrush 

3 

harvest a burning branch of an existing burning bush 

4 

make a lightning rod in a pile of scrubbrush and wait 

how to get meat on a tropical island in regards to hunger and other purposes 

1 

shape a pointy end of an eight foot long one inch diameter piece of wood against a textured rock a]  run fast at meat and pounce 

b]  throw spear at meat 

2 

get good at throwing three inch diameter rocks and hit meat in the head with throwing rock 

3 

dig hole in ground one’s own height and cover with scrubbrush to make hole invisible bait hole 

4 

eat meat already dead [predead] 

5 

raid a bird’s nest for the bird whether eggs are meat 

6 

whether exoskeletals including trilobites and turtles and insects are meat are easy to catch 
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material threat 

The branch struck by lightning dangled from 

the tree 

threatening bodily harm 

to those upon the sidewalk beneath 

and the concept 

introduced 

monologically 

I am not familiar with a fear of concepts and a fear of a branch struck by lightning dangling from a tree may or may not be 

considered conceptual after having walked around the tree 

concepts are lingual classifications found in dictionaries 

often associated with [reason] [eg] 

[tapping a maple tree for pancakes] 

[gathering wood for a fire] 
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the lily pads 

Green and summered soon 

will be a lotus 

upon 

and a fish beneath 

shadowed 

dayfish 

and a nocturnal fish to overhanging banks and quiets [when] 
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the ignatians 

in sauk city 

what I gather 

Indigenous tribes from what is now called the green bay area migrated five hundred years ago to what is now known as the sauk 

city area 

ignatians migrated from what is now known as the green bay area to what is now known as the sauk city area four hundred years 

ago 

august derleth was a writer from sauk city and said so 

august derleth [the writer from sauk city] also phonetically spelled _oui sconsin_ in one of his poems though not his _revenant_ 

poem 

whether indigenous groups still exist in sauk city 

a dam exists between a lake and the mississippi river 

there is an indian trading post in lake delton 

there is a smoke shop in sauk city 

culvers corporate headquarters is in what is now known as the sauk city area 

there is a canoe rental put in on the wisconsin river across the river from what is now known as sauk city 

there are eagle appreciation days in january to view the migratory bald eagles 

there may or may not be an indigenous casino near the indian trading post which sells bones 

the ignatians 

may or may not have had beads in their pocket or wild rice in their pocket from the northern wild rice gathering tribes 

trade may or may not have been important to the ignatians 

what did the ignatians want if they already had pockets filled with beads and wild rice 

[bishops are buried in church basements] [or] 

[a church is constructed around an existing burial site of a bishop] 
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the spores are the seeds 

two hours after sunrise 

a spores 

reproduce two hours after sundown 

every night 

blue mold of 

penicillin 

the antiviral 

the spores are the seeds 

dust 

millions of particulates 

[poof] 

[cloud] 

every two hours after sunrise 
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I shall name a prize for _the most celebrated poet of all time ever_ starting now and given annually to the most celebrated poet of 

all time ever 

june three saturday two thousand and twenty three 

consider 

dante 

whitman 

four thirty one pm chicago standard time 

the saleability for profit publishing industry may be different than non profit publishing industry 

eg literature for entertainment literature for reference 

books of authors dead more than one hundred years are held in trust by foundations in the original interest of the author and are 

authorized to reprint at the discretion of the foundations trust of the literature and literary estate signatorially 

there have been many translations of the divine comedy [cantos] [prose] 

leaves of grass is originally self published in eighteen fifty five and published again in eighteen eighty one and eighteen ninety 

one originally and since has been published by several publishers each may or may not have re-edited poem titles and font style 

and so my prize is to 

walt whitman 

as a matter of preference 

next year june one two thousand twenty four I will name 

_the most celebrated poet of all time ever_ starting now 
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overstudy 

Were ralph waldo emerson with oversoul 

and a night inspired from 

bed to the 

desk 

one hundred and ten volt lit 

there is a book 

with post its 

books on their side on the shelf and 

stacked 

the study an 

interest 

_on concerning oneself with other species with concern of one’s own_ 

_on governing as were a social a single human being as there are particular organs and systems required for society_ 

. 

. 

. 

the study 
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on exhibits which cause discomfort in an onlooker 

On the containment of exhibits 

on the audience of an exhibit 
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candles are about the flame on top of the candle 

all the lights turned off 

a candle 

wallshadow flick amber 

the candle 

wax slows the wick 

[fire] 
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social welfare and the distribution of food to those who are hungry 

The soup kitchens for immediacy 

hunger 

the pantry for 

groceries 

one’s shelf at home 

and the volunteers who hand food to those who request 

and the organizers the phone call makers to those who donate food 

a community building called 

charity 

social welfare were the composite of society 

[perspective] 

[teleologically mentioned] 

and schools 

and parks 

decidedly 

social welfare is an ideal 

and the maintenance of social welfare 

and a faith based plurality of assistance 

were lds sisters 

were catholic sisters 

were good hearted citizen volunteers 
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what I know of byzantium 

Where turkey is 

coffee is put into a small brass pot and held over an open flame 

boils near the rim and the second boil rise a sugars and coffees are prepared 

turkey is complicated and administered [feckless] 

there are fish in the mediterranean 

I would imagine the weather would be a nice place to vacation and have a salad 

greece to the west israel to the east 

the dynamacy of the area has proven important for archaeologists 

likely two hundred and twenty volt electrical sockets in the hotel 

bathtubs only with handheld shower heads 

small cars like yugos driving around 

byzantium existed three hundred ad to fourteen hundred ad 
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on recognizing characteristics / traits of animals on recognizing characteristics / traits of animal 

Migrations 

were cause of migrations and 

diet 

and the feral 

one 

animal 
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my backhoe 

Inna corner of 

ten acres 

[really] [quite lovely] 

dugga hole kept digging 

my backhoe melted 

[really] 

[seeking the molten core] 
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the grave of middle time 

I sat on a park bench 
watched the woman in the fishnet dress walking at 
a pace 

and the skateboarders 
making sounds 

coffee only lasts so long and 
I have not plugged my parking meter in 
the last hour 

and the air is nice 
june 

there will be rain soon 

I should stop at the grocery store on the way 
home 
hyvee makes sourdough bread 

hyvee sells pumpkins in october 
set in front of the store two ninety nine per pumpkin 
I once bungee corded a pumpkin to the rear bed and breakfast rack of 
my motorcycle I had many years ago 
the pumpkin fell off somewhere along the way 
rounding a corner I imagine 

[but] [that was then] [and] [who knows what the future holds] [certainly] 
[and] 
[death] 

I have not been to disneyland recently nor 

[said] [death] [as frequently 

[as disneyland 

[I like the pirates of the caribbean boatfloat and 
[I like the restaurant within the pirates of the caribbean amusement boatfloat with the monte cristo 

[I like coleslaw from kentucky fried chicken 

[the potpie from kentucky fried chicken is preferable to the seventy nine cent variety found at hyvee 
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I once drove one hundred miles an hour in a city limits 

It were a big road 
five am sunrise 

on the varieties of large cities 

narrow roaded 
interstate highwayed 
tall old buildinged with barbeques on rooftops 

cities may start where resources exist water forest moderate climate food sources 

universitied 
theatred 
museumed 
libraried 

snowfall in large cities 
sunshine closer to the equatorial region in large cities 

imports 

restauranted 

the horn 
the yellow checkered taxi 
the woman with the antique stroller at the crosswalk 
the vienna sausage pushcart 

an umbrella 
blowing 

I have never owned an umbrella 

and the tourist with the camera resembles 
the last vacation I took 
plaid shirt 

I too have black socks I reserve for 
the evening at the italian restaurant followed by a concert 
[sneaking in a munchies] 
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ex nihilo 

I once wrote a poem called _the absence glass 

and were the glass itself 

and were light upon 

a cupboard shelf 

measure is 

and the qualifications of 

being 
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I painted the back wall of my forty four gallon aquarium with black latex paint 

the aquarium on 

the back wall of the aquarium is a dark back to the aquarium when viewing from the front of the aquarium 

snails were quite fascinating 

I purchased a four inch diameter freshwater snail and the snail gave birth to hundreds of small snails 

six miniature one centimeter frogs 

in the same aquarium and two live freshwater underwater plants 
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june were new flowers for the front door flower pots 

Nor the small white flowers of last year 

brown in october 

today is 

new 
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on the posterboard 

_Join us_ 

all in a picketline 

and there was slush on the ground 

and peoples’ breaths were visible 
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the professor outside of class 

Say avocational 

were a student to recognize 

they were on the same side of the fence and 

a mounted police 
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after having heard the concept _vocation_ after having been _vocational_ 

The ministry 

in a way 

mentioning like publisher and 

the discipline of 
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were the poet playing music 

The assembled instruments 

the songwriter and 

the tambourine woman 

given a stage 

given a nobel prize in literature 

six months to accept 

[if I am not mistaken] 

the guitar and the poem 

the hohner harmonica the metal neck thing to hold the hohner harmonica key of 

c 

I heard him play his acoustic guitar 

atween 

words 

bob dylan was plugged in when I heard him in two thousand and ten 
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the old western 

the stetson 

tassles 

pencil roll 

I only hear the wind 

greece is the west and 

california is 

the west 

a man was shot 

for gold 

someone moved into his cabin 

for his daughter 

was shot 

for gold 
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pragmatism seems reasonable 

I will go with pragmatism 

I keep my groceries ordered in the fridgerator for practical reasons 

expired items are removed 

laundry on tuesdays 

open the door to smell the rain 

pragmatism seems reasonable 

idealism may remain ideal and 

pragmatism seems reasonable 

teleological 

summative 

the pragmat the pragmatist and 

the others 

would meet in living rooms 

twice monthly 

[and be serious] 

[and leave on time] 
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bone particles 

In the cement 

and one 

for the reliquary 

[the reliquary] 
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the ego in poetry sells a book on occasion 

Were the paper check for 

ego 

and the visit to the local bookseller 

[a manuscript] 

[they all are] 

[hewlett packard two sided laser printer cardstock cover] 

sixty percent of the shelf price please 

[lunch at olive garden] 

[spaghetti] 

[all you can eat salad] 

[iced tea] 
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moqui pai 

Were a camera seven hundred years from now 

the five seven generation camera carrying tourists 

there is an area I have not seen 

a door in the ceiling for what exists were 

the little colorado into the colorado unto 

the other side of the canyon 

the door in the ceiling 

is an art gallery 

a door in the ceiling 

the sun sets in the west 

a door in the ceiling unto 

the rooftop 

moqui pai 

is a tour bus 

moqui pai is a civilian conservation corps hotel 

moqui pai 

is how to go around 

when there is no train to san francisco 

and the sound regulations 

moqui pai 

and I have never been to hanging gardens 
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drain the uphill pond 

Clear the bottom 

dig the backside 

on shovel load unleashes an erosive water removes 

the remainder of the tank 

gonna build [uh] lodge 

sell the property [uh [huh] 
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tales of food on the ground 

The strawberries risen 
a clumps 
the child eating from the plant 
seated on the 
ground 

and the sour apple tree inwhich 
a horses 
for within the horse pasture 
the sour apple tree 
tart and to know how 
a sour apple tastes 

the honeysuckle 
the flowers 
about a roadside shoulder 
a long days of autumn then 
a plucked flower a torn end of the flower a squeeze of the flower a honey 
taste 
another 
drop 
another flower the same plant 

the mint returned the following year through 
the snow 

the rhubarb at the shed blown away by the tornado 
tart and 
textured for my distaste 

a blackberries feral plants a dried grass a meadow another blackberry plant 
bramble 
scattered about a dried grass meadow another bramble another 
bramble 
scattered brambles 
blackberries stain a hands 
per mouthful 
stain a hands 
another 
blackberry juice blackberry bones like looseleaf tobacco 
sweet 
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the attractive librarian I once shared a meaningful glance with 

On the liveliness of the circulation desk 

I return books on time 

I enjoy the quiet of the library like the museum and 

different 

nonfiction second floor 

telephone books 

john steinbeck 

I return books on time 

she may process dewey decimal numbers 

with little stickers 

as every book has that 

they be found in regards to the card catalog 

the circulation desk 

the library card 
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analytic film theory 

Try the end of easy rider inwhich 
the cemetery 

before the end inwhich 
dennis hopper gets 
shot 
peter fonda as well 
if I am not mistaken 

to say terminality to 
a headstone inwhich 
is 
unmoving 
a dead beneath and above ground after 
the brass parade and 

to climb on headstones like 
playground equipment like playground 
literature 

they each had their own headstone to 
climb on 

it was a big above ground 
cemetery 

must have been hot and 

incessance comes and 
goes 

jack nicholson were 
bonked with a bat and died 
previously in 
the film 

for the first time 

dennis hopper and peter fonda may have left his body where 
it was bonked with a bat 
previously in 
the film 

the philosophy of film review 

a dissuasion of interest 

the disclaimed interest 

a celebration of interest 
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on blessing out 

Giving and receiving 
well wishes 

on the hoarding of well wishes that they exist in the future 

on believing someone who wishes well 

on the restraint of well wishing when all indications are wishing well 

on the general notion of love festing 

on groupthink and overlove at the expense of any personal interest at all 

on blessing united states currency 

on the three generations of the huguenots 

on birthdays and privilege 

on the equality of privilege at christmas and thanksgiving 

on the ways of blessing out 

on the teleology of blessing out 

on gaining favor 

on whether hand gestures are important in blessing out 

on blessing inanimate objects including ships with champagne bottles 

on blessing whatever comes along just because 

on wearing a daisy in one’s hair as a male 

on whether the feeding of one hummingbird blesses all of the hummingbirds 

and whether turtles are good [inherently] 

and snakes 

and neighbors 
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platonic meditation 

Were there separates as 

cs lewis 

all is separate 

were plato’s world of forms to say 

the ideal 

apple is no pear and 

both are grown in the same soil 

an apple is no pear 

nor one pear another 

all is separate 

the posture of presence 

among and 

a meditates of being include 

the separation of oneself from 

all else 

time cannot stop 

nor the wind heard through the open back door 

nature is platonic 

were one among and 

patience is not unto a timely scheduled end 

and one’s own absence is 

an exterior existence 

[I am not actually invisible] 

[and the yoga timer gently sounds completion] 
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on the morality of presidents 

That congress is required to say morality 

greed 

excessivism 

vanity 

[there were seven] [I saw a movie with brad pitt] 

[biblical were the killer’s way] 

that congress is authorized were constitutional 

supreme court justices cannot be impeached 

presidents can be impeached 

two thirds majority of both houses [if I am not mistaken] 

were a congress to say moral immoral upon 

each members’ vote 

were to say 

morality is aye or nay upon a question 

congress is a president’s only moral authority 

[nor mention a morality of public exposure] [which a congress may or may not respond to] 

I can say immoral if I believe immoral and 

have no way upon such belief 

[may or may not change a president’s immorality] [and may or may not change a public exposure] 

a president is removed were two thirds voted removal 

the vice president assumes office 

there are four year terms and two term limits for presidents 

on the persuasions of presidents 

a president is elected as a moral leader with signatory authority 

the speech to an audience 

what is important 

what is contextual 
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on the inadequacy of mythology 

I bank time 

the middle cerberus head eats 

the left cerberus head dangles 

the right cerberus head dangles 

stands at a right side of psyche 

the golden box 

[were psyche’s perspective from the painter] 

was a painter 

the middle cerberus head eats with 

teeth 

on four canine legs 

the fable 

the tale 

the folklore 

oral traditions 

inside the golden box 

psyche’s imagination she cannot 

open though 

wonder the contents 

the ornate box 

cerberus 

patient as time and 

I am not familiar with pandora 
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the panama canal 

One hundred and eleven feet elevation a ship traveling 

the atlantic ocean to the pacific ocean 

instead of roundabout 

patagonia 

the arctic ocean 
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decision 

Heartening 

were affirmation 

yes 

exposure is social 

no 

behavioral introduction 

conceptual introduction 

[indecision] 

[disheartening] 

one syllable 

after suzy mentioned menstruation 
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the representative ecological interest of preventing great barrier reef deterioration due to ocean temperature change and other 
factors 

Presented to The World Ecological Organization for the preservation of nature sustainability members as active address to what is 
ecologically important in regards to social sustainability with regards to nature’s perpetuity 

nature goes through change perhaps and 
the great barrier reef’s noted deterioration 
recently 
may or may not be stopped 

were a concern of preventing the deterioration of 
the great barrier reef eg 
a social concern eg 
a social reliance upon a natural ecosystem cause for natural sustainability initiatives and 
a loss of a natural ecosystem demised cause for 
decline in nearby social groups were their fear and 
were a terminality eventual to what was expected 

a features of nature are naturally found to be prosperous by 
a changing environment 
a features of nature are naturally found to respond to 
the changes of the same natural environment including living organisms 
may decay as an entirety as an ecosystem 
nor longer the coral organisms to have oceanic current nutrition and 
those small osteichthic fish that feed upon such coral no longer 
have coral to feed upon and 
a small fish as feeder fish for larger fish as nonexistent 
a large fish find a foodsource elsewhere [ie] [eg] 

what is left is nature’s being and 
without operative life as an ecosystem and 
without foodsource for a social groups 

were a social cause exterior eg oil spill 
a similar ends and 
an oil spill is not expected as natural however 
preventable 
addressable 

a natural ecological ecosystem decline 
may not be cause for social interference 
may be curious as 
study 

[generalizable] 

[question] 
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the back house 

Where the artist mentioned of 

far away 

my imagination is a studio in thought of 

her conversation 

without interruption 

a number of framed depictions of 

round cattle chutes 

in an interest of adrenaline-less 

meat 

adrenaline-less meat tastes preferable 

market research has shown 
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contained curricular environment 

Is 

intentional 

parametered 

predefined 

physical 

[may or may not contain lectures for a seventeen week course three days per week fifty minutes per lecture] 

what is curriculum 
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presocratics were in athens 

I once visited an orthodox church 

round with balcony I the tourist nor 

worshipers present below 

six holy men behind a curtain at the altar 

incense 

no photographs 

nor other people to view in the rounded pew area with balcony 

I would imagine shotput-ers were at the original olympics 

sixteen pound olympic shotput weight in two thousand and twenty three 

lycee 

lyceum 

named from apollo’s temple [question] 
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taking an animal trainer for a walk as a skinnerian 

Animals walk on four legs 

oceanic mammals will jump for fish 

a pigeon will peck a button when a light turns on for a birdseed and in exactly five minutes will do the same 

a canine salivates when meat is presented before the meat is presented eventually were the meat timely and to be expected 

a lion tamer at the circus will communicate with a whip to a lion for the lion to stand on a stool 

the skinnerian in regards to philosophy 

is advanced with regards to positive reinforcement 

relevant to human beings including educators 

formal skinnerian studies require human subjects review board oversight 

the application of behavioral strategies may be positively applied to animal trainers who walk on two legs and speak english in 

my experience and are trained pavlovians 
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it is summer and I bicycle 

In the winter there is snow on the ground 

the saturday market with local produce is ten miles 

honey 

flowers 

hippie bread 

another ten to pedal home I once walked the twenty miles in one evening 

bicycles move quickly 

last summer 

eighty miles with four panniers in four days one hundred sixty miles total 

two overnights camping under the stars and 

destination hotel with room service two nights 

pneumatics in march 

eighty five pounds per square inch and forty pounds per square inch in my mountain bicycle tires 

in the rain becomes mud 

raingear 

there was an usa today article regarding a nude bicycle ride across the golden gate bridge 

sounds uncomfortable to me though 

I have driven a volkswagen across the golden gate bridge toward napa valley 

north of tiburon 

the francis ford coppola vineyard sells a sofia wine in an attractive bottle 

and blackberries at the meadow near the trail 
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the small birds at the terrace 

And the pop tart were 

cherry 

a crumb 

and the chipmunk some call 

ground squirrel 

in the landscaping 
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pacific northwest indigenous art 

Distinctions atween 

a sea folklore 

an ornithological folklore 

a style the region 

consistent rainfall 

air from the pacific ocean 

temperate climate year round and 

diet 

I enjoy salmon in olive oil with salt after baking 

within a given two dimensional work of art are 

sharp distinct lines atween color and 

the exterior of the object of the work of art 

folklore exists and were folklore oral tradition 

folklore exists and were folklore 

a parallel to material culture 

raven stealing the sun 

a title 

and were three raven stealing the sun [s] 

different artists each pen and ink artists 

each signed 

mentions a clouds 

were of the same folklore 

whether the same tribal group or neighboring tribal groups 

and the year of the pen and ink art 

the evolution of an oral tradition that is 

materially archival 
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returning as the box after having opened the box 

Does the box close 

as not to a readmission 

astronomy is 

the contents were never taken 

put into the box 

yet sunrise I know is contemplative and 

the sun 

returned every morning 

on that which is naturally replented a matter were 

a light released 

and there are trees 

I am not familiar with all geographies 

the pacific ocean is a sunset from 

alaska and 

to the east a trees the yukon 

an obscuration to sunrise appreciation 

any other time of day is a varietal star and 

the box is closed again 

having returned as the box 

[and european mythology psyche’s golden box 

[ie on the parallels of distinct geographic cultural group folklore 

[and the golden box not to be confused with pandora’s box 
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fly by night embalmer 

Of the dead 

the plague doctor 

brought to the street for 

the pushcart 

the fly by night embalmer 

pay for hire 

fica 

att contract nor always answers the phone and 

is not the plague doctor 

some wax afore calling 

the pushcart 

is and or is not the elected coroner 

moonlighting 

[the embalmer is no plague doctor and 

were the embalmer moonlighting as 

the plague doctor the embalmer would be 

the plague doctor] 
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slicks do not climb in mud 

Spin 

the hill 

were meant for knobbies 

and rolling resistance [question] 

how big the knobbies in 

an interest of having reached 

the top 

apex 

summit 

the muddy hill and 

how fast one prefers to descend 
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on the inadequacy of mythology 

[That does not make sense] 

[no dog has three heads] 

[that the snow] 

[whose snow is the snowfall the twilight night darkness backlit] 

[not mine this time] 

[I said last time] 

[and the river stories the watershed stories] 

[I was once told ‘you have ways’ when my passenger door was locked and my passenger was unable to open the door atwhich I 

reached across her and opened the door with the locking mechanism itself] 

[I was once told I was of the mountain way by an individual who could see a mountain from afar] 

[a snake is a serpent 

some sleep 

some sun 

some hibernate 

[…] and the reptilian brain […] 

[…] and what good is a buffalo skull anyway […] [though pragmatic for religion] 
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on knocking one up 

A texture of skin and 

a sleep 

eventual 

a parents die before a children 
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small hat cowboy the budgeteer 

Boots and the shiny and stretchy variety of pastel wranglers 

a walk to work three miles and 

home 

I do not have cattle horns on my volkswagen 

the bojangles stetson of high plains drifter 

drawl 

at the cemetery 

and the slow horse 

the big hat cowboy 

the small hat cowboy the budgeteer 

just as stetson 
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the motherspider 

Like the mothersnake gave 

birth to millions 

one giant millions 

one giant ball of millions 

species survival to give birth to millions 

another approach to species survival to give birth to one good one 

to give birth to millions that 

twenty percent give 

birth to another twenty percent procreative generation 

that are not among the eighty percent 

eaten or otherwise morbid frigid or expectant of their siblings’ deoxyribonucleic acid to be sent into the future 

believing others’ dna were inclusive of their own dna noncontribution 

the motherspider 

in the corner of the walls with 

web 

and there are no small entemological nuisances about 

my own home say 

symbiont 

nature is a way 
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the environment of the reader 

Nor that of the writer 

the imagination of the writer is that of 

convincement 

the imagination of the nonfiction writer is that of 

convincement 

 the numbered page and 

 the far out 

 one hundred page poem 

were the reader sat in a chair 

backlit and 

no other place exists and 

what exists within a material inked pages 

and the beach were 

eighty five and balmy 

the same book 

and the airplane is no boredom for 

a good book 

the same 

_ 

the introduced experience won a pulitzer prize bywhich 

I am told 

is a good experience 
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blackchalk on paper 

The roughed chalk 

the sketch the object of the sketch 

near skeletal 

the man and water behind [the subject of the sketch] and 

still life 

will not move and cannot move 

the apologetics at the gallery 

to have brushed against 

the chalk upon 

an easeled paper raw 
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the semblance of the electric guitar 

And were not presented for its 
material 

sound 
with cord 
the six string once acoustic 
the amplifier 
one hundred and ten volts 

is only a shape for 
sound 
their eyes were or were not closed 
the same 

semblance is a sound 
a necessary material and 
the emulates of 
[semblance is the guitar too 
semblance is a sound [now] 

[for its original nature 
[for its original invention 

the archetype of blues and 

were keith richards the same guitar 
a wall of amplifiers to 
seventy thousand people at a football stadium 

reimagines the archetype and 
were the same song 

[resemblance [then 

and santana and metallica guitarists and jimi hendrix played the national anthem 
identically 
the same 

resemblance for the song itself and 
resemblance for the archetype and 

semblance is and is not [style] at the golden state warriors playoff game 
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the rooftop [1] 

Of the campground restroom 

were slightly angled 

a cigarette I had not considered previous in 

the day 

I was eight and 

peddling about upon my schwinn 

once an aunt said 

go so and so purchase me some merit cigarettes 

one dollar in the vending machine 

brought her menthol 

go back and the same brand the brown and yellow pack 

the pull lever vending machine one dollar 

the campground restroom rooftop 

a puff 

like the others and 

four years elder 

must have been summer and someone was smoking 

found a cigarette at the dead end 

smoked [it] and coughed 

[formed an opinion] 
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the rooftop [2] 

The woodpile and the four foot fence of the woodpile 

to climb upon 

another four feet to the house rooftop 

I grew up within [flat] 

the view from the rooftop is 

a woodpile 

the street 

some trees 

and getting down a lowering to 

the woodpile fence 
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the rooftop [3] 

I had a guitar from second grade lesson 

I had the same guitar from the sophomore college classical guitar class 

nylon string 

there were a woman accepted an invitation to say hello 

watch the sunset from my rooftop 

she noticed my guitar and said she could play the guitar 

she also noticed my rc gorman in my room and said she liked rc gorman 

she and I climbed the four foot brick wall and another four feet to the slightly slanted rooftop 

with guitar and 

blanket 

she went first and I 

she played guitar and the sun set 

all in all it was a lovely evening 
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meeting a friend at the guggenheim 

I was traveling 

the cloisters 

southbound 

the guggenheim 

roundabout the third bend 

he was with a girl friend I imagine 

said hello 

said hello 

he had once mentioned classes in steubenville 

I have never been to steubenville 

the thing about death 

parents die before their children I was once told by 

my father 

and I went out to play 

there was a bicycle store with music called 

ratatat 

and asked a bicycle mechanic who the music was he says 

ratatat 

found a cd at barnes and noble 

learned 

ratatat 

was the first musical act at the guggenheim 

two instrumental electric guitarists 

I enjoyed 

no music at the guggenheim 

I do not recall the art so much 

I once viewed seurat at the art institute of chicago 

went to the new york public library 

wrote some poems in the rain 

went to the locked door of the saint mark’s poetry project 

rode a subway 

narrative poetry is boring 
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poetry 

The striations of poetry are a consideration of the presentation of poetry [poetics].  A published poetry may be presented in glossy 

periodical format, and other print forms; a poetry may be presented at a microphone to an audience.  Poetic appreciation may be 

that of the poet; a poetic appreciation may be that of an audience.  As one who has read poems in magazines [periodicals], -and as 

one who has listened to spoken poems [word], -I decide what has appreciative value with the form and content of the poem which 

is presented.  As a poet I decide what is important to write; as well, I decide what is important to verbally present at a microphone 

to an audience. 

_ 
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poetry 

That a dog walks 

upon 

four legs 

and the cat 

and I give another name to the crusades within my living room where 

I keep my shelves and 

some art glass with 

the back door open 

it is summer 
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questions of pagans 

What is there to eat in this place 

do you stay warm when you eat 

do you eat at a table 

how is dandelion wine fermented 

do you make your mealware 

how do you bind your home together 

eg rope nails 

do you have a cauldron inwhich a birdsnest an hair of your own a dried mushroom exist until the next boil 
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onion soup 

crouton 

melted muenster 

Diet seven up 

is vegetarian 

nor vegan for the dairy 
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on the degradation of [things] 

Material importance 
what is once important materially 
the flag is burned 
the elks club flag browned over the years at the bar so 

and the eighth grade mathematics teacher 
buried his noncomputing calculator 
under soil during 
lunch time 

material importance is original or it would not be important 

a temporality to appreciation may be 
a philosophy 
to replace or resort to 
an other material importance as important 
what once was 

the patina to be appreciated 
the copper patina 
a moss upon a marbled pond bench 
a civilization is old 
a civilization is wanted to be old nor 
runed 
for runed may only be archaeologically appreciated 

the photographs with turned edges 
the plaid 

and the cemetery with 
toppled headstoned 
worn headstones and with 
grown grass in 
the summertime away from 
a country road near 
the creek where only 
a birds are sounds 

how long were reclamation ralph waldo emerson’s thoughts as put to 
paper 

to yellow and crumble in archives 

reclamation is a return to a natural state 

that all degrades and returns if in eons returns 
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the modern epoch 

Were a presidents since franklin delano roosevelt 

were a since electricity 

were a since a europeans since fifteen hundreds 

were what I recall being born in nineteen seventy 

were what I recall since leaving home at age eighteen 

were since darwin’s publication of origin of species 

were since president nixon’s resignation 

were since harvard university’s divinity school in cambridge massachusetts began in sixteen thirty six 

were since the university of virginia began in the eighteen hundreds as the first public university with thomas jefferson donating 

his library 

were since horace mann 

were since president clinton were the first to be frivolously impeached 

were since mount mckinley were renamed denali 

were since a national park system before woodrow wilson the academic president 

were since a civilian conservation corps buildings realized fifty years after their construction as architecturally more important 

than their social program becomings 

were since a women vote 

were since electrical poles in all rural areas mandated by federal legislation 

were since one hundred ten volt music began 

were since people were comfortable were since people began writing poetry were since the nineteen fifties 

were since the recreational vehicle 

were since to realize the taxidermied ornithologic is dusty and feathers fall and one of the glass eyeballs has fallen out 

the perspective of the modern epoch 

is 

a lens 

and a days’ sunrises are shortening unto december twenty 

already 

when winter 

it is summer 
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‘serve your country and stay alive’ 

[Wearing a nasa cap and appearing an eighty five year old man exiting perkins restaurant with a smile 

‘veteran’s day’ 

‘fourth of july’  [me] 

‘serve your country and stay alive’ 

_ 

of the fireworks I have seen 

Of recence 
a campground near a state highway over the treetops 
nor lofted the highest as larger municipalities 
over the treetops and 
large booms 
to fall asleep to atop a sleeping bag until 
sunrise 

and afar across 
a lake 
were a smaller spectacular and twice as large for the production 
I atop an hill 
the opposite side of the lake 

and afar about 
a mountaintop 
down twenty two thousand vertical feet 
a fireworks are small 
a good view and small and 
after 
the only camp the milky way above 
to sleep 
a breeze 
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phrenology and senility 

A varietal lumps and 

a same upon a person’s age 

regardless an age spots 
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nice to meet you fine and principled 

You are 

hand shaken 

and the rain nor lightning 

was humid like it is july 

and the rain 

a cooling to the air 

I left my car windows open driving home in 

the rain 

quiet rain 
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I have never had a trophy wife how are they 
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small hat lobsterman 

Set a trap 

bought a boat 

bought a book 

bought a small hat not too cumbersome 

made a schedule 

exports to cambridge massachusetts 

exports to amherst massachusetts 

same raingear 

[and the small hat cowgirl] 
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pavlovia 

The response to lightning is 

startling and 

were god there is no recourse to 

largeness 

[and ambient largeness] 

[and unpredictability] 

and the stimulus of pleasure the 

appetites of pleasure 

[respond] 

[again respond] 

and to be stolen 

respond 

were 

[larger than an introduction of harm] 

were 

[smaller than an introduction of harm] 

is to 

[learn] 

[like hobbes did learn] 

[life is poor brutish and short] 

and to live for an appetites 

[taste] 

[good] 
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on exploration and mission 

Whether to map whether to trade 
the camp 
the mission building to be yet in two hundred years and 
history 
[then] 
a trade a bead from a place a textile 
and were an handshake and 
sustained as present and 
sustained as positively having been 
the mission yet to mention active were there sundays were there 
sabbaths 
the mission as museum and with no sunday being is 
architecture and listed 
the travelers bureau as a must see 
the explorer and a same path 
the cartographer the trapper 
there is new land for no one having been and 
the hero for telling their own story upon return 
in journal and tale and silence for 
an old neighbors already know 

a saint is two miracles says canon 
and were the spirit of 
gone from an homeland with parade of mace and dogma 
snuck away from homeland to spread what is 
good faith 
to mention foundations and 
a story of one’s own nor to gain trust and 
in sincerity 

a thrill of exploration the thrill of exploration 
atop and 
having planted a flag if only in 
one’s own 

and I know of no explorer as such 
and I know of no history of an explorer as such 

and what map the missionary I do not know 
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the plastic flower 

Resembles 

the original in the park across the street where 

small creatures like 

the rabbits 

the butterflies 

the monarch butterflies 

last years’ is a sunflower and this 

a plastic blade of grass 

I will not have to change until next springtime 

resembles 

and the vase 
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still wine 

Rested on the table 

a distant reach the old movie 

the wino 
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the agency of want 

Is the agency of interest 

and do I want for others 

nor a same want for my own 

for you have blonde hair and 

wear a different size and 

you already have cotton brassieres and panties which 

I admire 

_ 

the agency of want 

Is the agency of interest 

desire 

appetite 

carnal and 

[other] and 

whether a second time having 

desired 

[appetited] 
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a burial practice in an interest of the culture in which the deceased lived as a member of 

Were there a deceased of 

reasonable age to be deceased 

[say lifespan] 

a community 

a tribe 

a religious sect 

a cultural group of a particular variety 

to gather 

to say an elder to say a few words 

to float a body down a body of water 

to burn a body as in pyre 

to bury a body 

to burn a body and to introduce an ashes into a closed urn and bury the urn 

nor to gather 

an elder knowing walks to a woods and rests upon a tree 

the headstone inwhich 

an inscription 

an obituary in the local newspaper 

a geographic feature named for the deceased and or recognized for the deceased 

a newborn named in the deceased’s name 

and jello with or without marshmallows in the church basement where backgammon is played on other evenings following an 

understood cultural ritual 
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creative vision and the city planner 

The cartograph 
and the large city map open on the table 
pushpins and highlighter mentioning 
idealism 

the thing about capitalism and 
maintaining the idea of capitalism 
is 
were the penny [.01]  removed from united states coin currency 
would I count in fives 
and a soda was once twenty cents pulled from the soda machine in a glass bottle 
and who located the soda machine in the location I found the soda machine because 
all other soda machines were twenty five cents united states coin currency [.25] 

a window should open if a person has living space within the window 

a matter of capitalism is a matter similar and metaphoric to biologic natural selection 
that which is saleable is not necessarily purchased 
a grocery store without milk and bread may have a grocery store shoppers go to another grocery store 
say metaphor for biologic natural selection say herbert spencer say 
the chocolate is important within 
the store that maintains its expected hours of operation as well as inventory 
say corporate natural selection say 
there are many biologics involved in one corporate franchise 
[a corporation is not biologic like a mammal is biologic] 
[a corporation is REI a corporation is sears a corporation is exxon] 
and doing what is expected within a united states currency exchange of storefrontism by the same name one mile away by the 
same name one mile away by the same name one mile away 
and a degradation of one for a particular reason may be an assumption of the franchise by another franchise were a money paying 
customers desiring to continue purchasing an items offered under a new franchise title and or leadership 

biologic natural selection the city planner 
a fearful thought if offered a thought that 
a located buildings a located streets are an environment inwhich people within a city exist and 
in so being have particular exposure to particular corporate entities and what is for sale united states currency within those 
corporate entities 

the city planner whether 
official 

the city planner whether 
unofficial 

the city planner as other with 
an idea 
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one hundred and ten volt 

The toaster 

sourdough bread 

the lamp 

presunrise reading 

the spark for the gas fireplace 

aesthetics heat 

ibm selectric II typewriter 

speedtyping 

power drill 

wood holes 

two sided hewlett packard printer 

two sided prints 

alarm clock 

time of day 

the rechargable 

the portable 

the home stereo 

the rolling stones 

the laundry machines 

clean clothing 

and the outdoor spigot 

the hose 

the front door flowers and 

two pots each with thousands of tiny white flowers 

like last year until 

the end of september 

near freeze nor 

perennial next year 

a red somethings 

near the door 

for my neighbors mostly 

I exit through my garage 
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on why I could not stay in a one credit pass fail badminton class my freshman year of college I had already registered for 

You are not a curriculum and instruction physical education major 

so I took a classical guitar class for one credit pass fail and 

I learned greensleeves 
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ontology and leaving home at age eighteen 

Sprite is brand new and good 

let us go to mexico 

one whole pack of marlboro reds and a ten page paper in one sitting 

a lunch date and it rained it flooded it flash flooded 

I wrote a poem in the auditorium class, -never was much of a doodler 

[ … ] I graduated in four years 

ontogeny and holding a diploma which now says bachelor of arts though originally misprinted bachelor of science 

and a master’s degree foundations something 

same as my advisor’s though his diploma doctor’s degree foundations something 

[he went on to write three books] 

[I should acquire his author’s signature] 

[as I do of author’s I respect] 

[michael chabon  august derleth  quincy troupe   
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steady rain all day 

Nor thunder 

rain 

dark sky and 

a sounds of heavy rain upon leaves and grass 

the pavement 

and puddled 

a puddles and concentric 

a drop upon 

another 

a smells of coolness and 

brought down what was previously humid 

a breeze and 

there were a car passing in the rain 

sounding 

like 
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the poem that burns a hole in your pocket 

For the forgotten author 

I say an author is a writer 

and the line 

_what once was great now appears small_ 

I can no longer quote 

nor consider without the context of the entirety of the poem 

as I cannot recall the writer nor the title of the poem 

the hole burning is a persistent misplaced attention upon a reasonable time of recollection of origins 

the poem 

the writer 

the hole burning is united states currency of those who quote the line of the poem without having purchased the book at a book 

store with the poem within 
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when something is being eaten 

Were the prayer after 

grace 

to continue 
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every death resolved 

In silence and 

I have no question and 

the wind 

is substantial like 

before 

and the wind cannot be photographed 

and time 
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the dog in the grocery store 

Dragging the leash 

jingling tags 

knee high black and white scotch terrier breed 

one aisle rounding a corner apparently 

smiling with 

a tongue 

trots in my opposite direction 

[prance] 

inna distant aisle 

[whistle] [tulip where are you] [tulip] [whistle] 

and I my folgers 
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_social intercourse_  (re john dewey’s usage) 

And [ , - ] 

it is common that 

a peoples 

were no one to live alone 

the isolates of yukon for having chopped wood into a cabin 

said there is snow in the yukon 

there is gold in the yukon I only require 

one reason 

to go to town 

for nails like henry david thoreau and 

to trade a root vegetables for metallurgy like barter and 

it were to say hello 

the general store and what comes of the general store 

there were a school 

people send their children to social places until 

they are of age 

withinwhich 

one stranger seven year old to another stranger seven year old 

the slateboard 

with lettered humor 

and what comes of social intercourse 

whether social intercourse is an observation 

whether social intercourse is a verb 

whether social intercourse as concept were considered in the midst of social intercourse 

and, - 
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penitent penitent penitent 

Upon an absolution 
a conclusive absolution and 
just to be sure 

in fantasy metaphoric folklore 

were there a continual absolutive nature to being and 
original sin 
I agree with the concept 

the concept of nature may be considered broadly 
to include 
sin 
including predation in one of its forms 

the sacred is safe were one to agree with what is 
sacred 

and the penitent 
there is no geometry to penitence and 
language is only metaphoric 
and is no kin to intent or penitence 
inherently 

penitent penitent penitent 
were three books by one writer [I] [II] [III] 

the idea of penitent is the story and 
the concept of penitent is the story 

and to regard two weeks for each of the two hundred page books say 
a process of sixty hours reading is 
a monastic experience 
in consideration of the concept penitent 

other single hero protagonist books 
_Old man and the sea_  ernest hemingway 
_Leaves of grass, 1891_  walt whitman  [poetry] 
_Melba the brain_  ivy ruckman  [childrens’ book]  (I have a signed copy ©1986) 
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sluff of corpses  [from walt whitman] 

Molt ye 

O god and god again 

again 

Experience is a day 

and I know more than when 

I am an adolescent and only 

learning 

and I know to 

and reason 
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acme the noun 

The tallest mountain upon 

which 

and the desert so vast as to believe 

sky 

and an ocean so far from shore a shore does not exist 

[perspective] 

[and there are books I have not read] 

[and there are books I plan to read] 

and the stars 

[to sleep] 
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